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1 Objectives of the deliverable based on the Description of Action 
(DoA)  

 
The main objective of WP2 is the definition of a security and privacy architecture based on the 
cyber risk assessment and legal requirements. 
 
“While the approach of the FeatureCloud project by design mitigates most major concerns regarding 
security and privacy, the underlying foundations of the platform to be developed need to be secured 
thoroughly, especially considering the diversity of the local execution platforms on the hospital sites. 
Important attacker goals include the theft of data on a local level, as well as the theft and manipulation 
of results, with the inclusion of possible insider attacks.” 
 
Objective 1 of this work package thus aims “to develop an additional layer for adding suitable 
anonymization to the local execution of the algorithms, in case specific consent could not be 
gathered”. 
 
The corresponding task in this work package is Task 3: Adding a “Privacy-Aware-Machine-
Learning Layer: 
“While it is certainly beneficial to the overall result to calculate the feature vectors inside the local 
execution platforms with as granular data as possible, this processing of sensitive data typically 
requires consent with respect to the GDPR and NISD, which sometimes might be impossible to 
achieve. In order to still be able to use this data source, the sensitive information needs to be 
anonymized beforehand. In this task MUG, SBA and TUM will develop methods for anonymizing the 
data as carefully as possible in order to preserve as much inherent value as possible, while obeying 
to all required privacy regulations. Furthermore, this Privacy-Aware-Machine-Learning (PAML) Layer 
needs to be easily integrateable and requires additional risk analysis and mitigation strategies.” 
 
 

2 Executive Summary  
 
This deliverable first examines the landscape of potential anonymisation approaches that could be 
utilised for achieving this objective. Identifying syntactic anonymisation, synthetic data generation 
and differential privacy as candidates, we introduce each category of approaches and describe the 
main variants in each category. Then, we analyse their suitability in terms of application in the 
FeatureCloud platform, based on criteria such as 

● the achieved level of privacy 
● the ease of use of the anonymised version of the dataset, e.g. whether the representation of 

the results of the anonymised version is easily combinable with results from federated 
learning 

● the availability of practical, reliable and tested implementations of the methods. 
 
We identify fitting implementations that can accelerate their integration into the platform. Certain 
aspects (which exact method with which parameters, which form of combination of results, ..) are 
depending on e.g. the datasets used, and are therefore to be set study-specific by the local and 
global study coordinators. 
 
 

3 Introduction (Challenge) 
While the objective is clear in the purpose by wanting to utilise also data for which the individuals 
(patients) have not explicitly given consent, there are several challenges to be solved, including 

● Which types of anonymisation are in general suitable? 
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● Which types of anonymisation are most effective in retaining a high utility (inherent value) of 
the original data; this is generally dependent on the actual data and machine learning method 
at hand. 

● How can the best fitting method be estimated for a given data set? 
● How are these data samples to be integrated into the overall FeatureCloud platform? 
● Are there any residual risks from this anonymised data? 

 
 

4 Background 
 

Definition of anonymised data 
We first investigate what “anonymised” means in our context. As the objective states that the aim is 
to utilise data that has not been given consent too, this implies that we need to consider what the 
EU General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679, “GDPR”) defines in terms of 
anonymised data.  
 
We want to refer the reader to Deliverable D2.1 “Risk assessment methodology”, which covers an 
analysis of anonymisation in regard to GDPR. It states that “recital 26 of the GDPR is of particular 
importance: 
“The principles of data protection should apply to any information concerning an identified or 
identifiable natural person. Personal data which have undergone pseudonymisation, which could be 
attributed to a natural person by the use of additional information should be considered to be 
information on an identifiable natural person. To determine whether a natural person is identifiable, 
account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling out, either 
by the controller or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly. To ascertain 
whether means are reasonably likely to be used to identify the natural person, account should be 
taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, 
taking into consideration the available technology at the time of the processing and technological 
developments. The principles of data protection should therefore not apply to anonymous 
information, namely information which does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person 
or to personal data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or no longer 
identifiable. This Regulation does not therefore concern the processing of such anonymous 
information, including for statistical or research purposes.” 
 
and then concludes: 
 
“Firstly, it [recital 26 of the GDPR] clarifies that pseudonymised data are personal data, as long 
as the additional information which makes it possible to attribute the data to a natural person is 
available, and that anonymous data are not personal data. Secondly, it makes another very 
important clarification: To determine whether a natural person is identifiable, not every theoretical 
possibility to identify the person must be taken into account but only means reasonably likely to be 
used to do so. To ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be used, all objective factors 
should be taken into account, such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, 
the available technology at the time of the processing, and technological developments (Esayas 
2015). “ 
 
Relevant for the analysis of residual risks in anonymised data is the following conclusion from D2.1: 
“From this, it can be concluded that in order to determine whether data is personal data under GDPR 
a practical, not a theoretical standpoint must be taken. Means reasonably likely to be used, are 
means that not only exist theoretically but that would be used practically. 
In the context of this risk assessment methodology, this means that a practical assessment must be 
carried out: From the attack vectors on the anonymity of the data found in this document only those 
are legally relevant that are reasonably likely to be used by an actual attacker in practice. This must 
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be assessed on the basis of objective factors such as the costs and the amount of time required, the 
required skills, the potential gain and the available technology but also possible technological 
developments in the future. 
In order to assess whether an attack vector is relevant from a legal perspective, attacks that are 
reasonably unlikely can be ignored. An attack can be considered being reasonably unlikely if it 
cannot be imagined that it will happen in practice in the given context because the attacker will shy 
away from the effort.” 
 
With this background, we then consider all methods that do not, with means reasonably likely to be 
used, allow an attacker to identify an individual, to be acceptable as an anonymization method. 
 
In the following, we detail frequently discussed and utilised anonymization methods. 
 

5 Threats to Privacy 
 
The threats to the privacy of individuals considered in the FeatureCloud system mostly originate from 
participating in a dataset collecting microdata, i.e. data where one record corresponds to one 
individual. The specifics of the disclosure risks from which a dataset is to be protected can be derived 
from categorising the attributes of the dataset into different types. 
 
Direct identifiers (personally identifiable information, PII)) are attributes that can uniquely identify a 
record in the dataset (Privacy enhancing data de-identification terminology and classification of 
techniques, 2018), such as social security numbers, telephone numbers, email addresses, etc. Their 
presence generally allows direct association of records to a specific individual. 
 
Quasi-identifying attributes (Dalenius, 1986), (Privacy enhancing data de-identification terminology 
and classification of techniques, 2018) are attributes that by themselves are not uniquely identifying 
an individual, but do so in combination with other quasi-identifiers, at least for a (large) portion of the 
participants in the dataset. Frequent examples are birth date, post (ZIP) codes, and sex. 
 
Sensitive attributes (Privacy enhancing data de-identification terminology and classification of 
techniques, 2018) generally contain information about individuals that they are not willing to share, 
e.g. a medical diagnosis or their salary. 
Disclosure of these might do certain harm to the individuals. In contrast to quasi-identifiers, they can 
generally not be used for identifying, even if used in combination, but are frequently the target of 
disclosure attacks. 
 
Other attributes are generally considered insensitive. 
 
Threats to privacy can be categorised as follows. 
Identity disclosure is generally considered the strongest form of disclosure, and means that an 
attacker can associate an individual to a specific record. This is also referred to as re-identification. 
It is often achieved via a record-linkage attack, where the target dataset is correlated to other data 
available to the attacker (public, or private). Such disclosure in many jurisdictions has direct legal 
consequences for the data controllers. 
 
Attribute disclosure (Elliot, 2005) means that an attacker can learn (exactly, or approximately) the 
value of one (or more) attributes of an individual that are contained in the targeted database. For 
example, an attacker might learn the approximate salary or the medical diagnosis of an individual in 
a database, but knowing just some of the quasi-identifying attributes. It might be achieved even 
without uniquely associating an individual to a specific record in a dataset, if the set of records an 
attacker might narrow a match down to still has all (or most) records containing the same (or similar) 
sensitive values. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g4aBVF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g4aBVF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g4aBVF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g4aBVF
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?UTOd62
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xZ5cfI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xZ5cfI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xZ5cfI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?xZ5cfI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KCCs0q
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KCCs0q
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KCCs0q
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KCCs0q
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?3U5hGp
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Membership disclosure is generally considered to be the weakest form of disclosure. Here, an 
attacker can, e.g. via linking data from multiple sources, infer whether or not an individual is 
contained in a dataset. Unlike the other disclosure settings, it does not directly release sensitive 
attributes from the dataset, i.e. it does not directly unveil information from the dataset itself. However, 
an attacker might infer meta-information from the membership of an individual in a dataset, e.g. if 
this dataset is a medical dataset containing information about patients carrying a certain disease.  
 
 

6 Privacy-preserving Data Mining Techniques 

 
Definitions 
In (Mendes and Vilela, 2017), Privacy-preserving Data Mining (PPDM) techniques are classified into 
four main categories: (i) data collection privacy, (ii) Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP), (iii) 
Data Mining Output Privacy (DMOP) and (iv) distributed privacy. 
Data collection privacy relates to the data randomisation strategies before it is sent to a data 
collector. PPDP includes techniques such as k-anonymity, l-diversity, t-closeness, personalised 
privacy and ε-differential privacy. 
 
DMOP relies on ensuring that the computation, which is performed on original, unabridged data, 
does not require the exchange of input data, but releases only the outcome of the computation to 
the data analyst. It encompasses association rule hiding, among other subcategories such as 
downgrading classifier effectiveness, query auditing and inference control, and distributed privacy 
includes approaches that provide privacy over partitioned data. Federated Learning, the main 
concept FeatureCloud relies on, would be subsumed in the DMOP category, though some 
intermediate form of data is exchanged. 
 
 

PPDM Techniques 
 
Here, we briefly describe established approaches for performing Privacy-Preserving Data Mining 
(PPDM). 
 

Pseudonymisation 

Even though generally not considered a privacy-preserving approach, pseudonymisation is still 
frequently used when analysing sensitive data. In essence, pseudonymisation is a de-identification 
approach that replaces all direct identifiers such as a social security number with a pseudonym, 
i.e. an artificial identifier (Privacy framework, Amendment 1, 2018). 
It is the "process of removing the association between a set of identifying data and the data subject 
and adding an association between one or more pseudonyms and a particular set of 
characteristics"1. 
Pseudonymised data is highly vulnerable to inference attacks, by record linkage on common quasi-
identifiers with other datasets that still carry the identifiers. 
Failed approaches of releasing such partially sanitised data sets came notable e.g. in the form of the 
AOL search data logs released in 2006, where some individuals could be re-identified2, or the Netflix 
price data, which could be linked to public profiles on the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) 
(Narayanan and Shmatikov, 2006). 
The attributes on which such record-linkage attacks rely are the above-mentioned quasi-identifiers, 
which are generally attributes that per-se alone are not uniquely identifying, but they might become 

                                                
1 https://www.iso.org/standard/63553.html 
2 https://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/09/technology/09aol.html 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?bU3rwt
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?7I2btp
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?7I2btp
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?7I2btp
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Z9g0fO
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so when considered together, e.g. a person's birth date in combination with the postcode of their 
residence can identify a large number of the population uniquely. 
 

Syntactic Anonymisation 

According to ISO, "Anonymisation is a process by which personal data is irreversibly altered in such 
a way that a data subject can no longer be identified directly or indirectly, either by the data controller 
alone or in collaboration with any other party. The concept is absolute, and in practice, it may be 
difficult to obtain."3. This includes a family of techniques that typically generalise or suppress records 
until a specified syntactic condition is met (Clifton and Tassa, 2013). 
 
As the best-known representative, k-anonymity (Samarati and Sweeney, 1998) aims at achieving 
anonymity of the individuals (data subjects) contained in the data such that for each individual it 
holds that the record cannot be distinguished on the set of quasi-identifying attributes from at least 
k-1 others in the data set. Such a group of k (or more) records is called an equivalence class, or k-
group. With k-anonymity, identity disclosure (or re-identification) is thus not possible anymore. This 
is generally achieved by generalising values to a higher-level semantic concept, or eventually 
suppressing certain values altogether. As there are generally multiple ways to achieve the same 
level of k in a certain dataset by generalising different attributes to a different level (or suppressing 
individual values), these solutions are generally measured by some preserved data quality, e.g. the 
number of steps needed to take to generalise. Finding an anonymisation that fulfills the desired level 
of k, and is optimally in terms of this data quality, is generally a NP-hard problem (Bonizzoni et al., 
2009), and thus is generally solved by a heuristic, for example the Flash algorithm (Kohlmayer et al., 
2012). 
 
k-anonymity is a syntactic anonymisation method, and the ancestor to a range of further techniques 
addressing some of the disclosure attacks k-anonymity is still vulnerable to, e.g. l-diversity 
(Machanavajjhala et al., 2006), or <α,k>-anonymity (Chi-Wing et al., 2006). l-diversity addresses the 
issue that disclosure can still happen even if the identity itself is not disclosed. For example, if a 
certain individual for which an attacker wants to disclose information can only be identified to be one 
of multiple samples from one group of k records, if all of these records do share the same value for 
the sensitive attribute the attacker wants to learn (e.g. the income, or a disease), the attacker will 
learn this information, even if it remains unclear which specific record belong to the target person. l-
diversity thus ensures that among the sensitive values within one equivalence class have at least l 
different values. Again, multiple flavours of l-diversity exist, such as distinct l-diversity (at least l 
distinct values exist in each equivalence class), or the more advanced entropy l-diversity, which also 
considers the distribution of these distinct values (Aggarwal and Yu, 2008). 
 
However, it has been shown that in practice, most extension schemes to k-anonymity have a high 
cost in forms of utility loss. For example, (Brickell and Shmatikov, 2008) showed that applying a 3-
diversity to a dataset was worse than ensuring a 100-anonymity - and both had low utility compared 
to the original dataset. 
 

Synthetic data generation 

Synthetic data is artificially generated data containing records that are similar to the original ones, 
while preserving the high-level, global relationships within the data (i.e. similar statistical moments 
as the original data, and similar correlation), without actually disclosing real, single data points that 
contain sensitive information. One of the earliest usages of synthetic data was in the partial synthetic 
data approach by (Rubin, 1987), where certain attributes (columns) are generated synthetically. Fully 
synthetic data creates complete data samples, without any attributes given. 
 

                                                
3 https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:25237:ed-1:v1:en:term:3.2 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?QNmeIe
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?7BsoNz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?A7H94O
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?A7H94O
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?jQlfH4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?jQlfH4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4e3b3w
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?STdvcf
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OgpSBe
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rqsGj8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ljt9Ug
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Synthetic data generally involves two steps: (i) learning a model representing the data of an original, 
source data set, and then (ii) instrumenting it to generate data points forming a target dataset, which 
is similar in overall characteristics to the source dataset. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Synthetic Data generation process 
 

Several approaches for obtaining a synthesiser model have been published, mostly differing on the 
complexity and expressiveness of the model learned, e.g. from a simple covariance matrix to 
generative adversarial networks (GANs) all in the Synthetic Data Vault (SDV) (Patki et al., 2016), 
Bayesian Networks in the DataSynthesizer (Ping et al., 2017), or Decision Trees in synthpop (Nowok 
et al., 2016), to more advanced models such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), also 
provided e.g. in newer versions of the Synthetic Data Vault. 
An overview and utility analysis is performed e.g. in (Hittmeir et al., 2019a), showing that synthetic 
data can achieve effectiveness at the same or very similar level as the original data. 
 
Regarding regulatory compliance, synthetic data is likely the least explored of all mentioned methods 
in this deliverable. As synthetic samples are not related to original entries in terms of a 1-to-1 
correspondence, the possibility of identity disclosure in the form of record linkage is often considered 
not to be meaningful, at least for fully synthetic data (see (Bellovin et al., 2019) and (Elliot, 2014)). 
Attribute disclosure was for example discussed in (Taub et al., 2018) and later generalised in 
(Hittmeir et al., 2020), with the conclusion that synthetic data generally lowers the attribute disclosure 
risk, but that this reduction also correlates with a reduction in data utility, especially if the learned 
target attribute is a sensitive attribute and thus among those to be protected. 
 

Differential Privacy 

Differential Privacy (DP) (Dwork, 2006) is a technique that adds noise to data, according to a defined 
level of privacy guarantee that is controlled by a parameter ε. 
In contrast to syntactic anonymisation techniques, privacy is guaranteed by the data analysis 
process, which offers plausible deniability. In principle, the concept states that a participant should 
not be affected by being part of a study. That is, for any two adjacent datasets D1 and D2 that  differ 

in only one record, then a process A is ε-differentially private if P[A(D1)=O] ≤ eε⋅P[A(D2)=O], where 

P[A(D1)=O] is the probability that O is the output of running A on the database D1. 

A relaxed form of differential privacy is the so-called (ε,δ) differential privacy, which relaxes the 

original concept of differential privacy against unlikely events with probability ≤ δ. A review of more 

extensions of the basic differential privacy concept is provided e.g. by (Desfontaines and Pejó, 2020). 

Differential privacy can be applied at various stages in the data analysis process - to the input, to the 
analysis function itself, or to the output of the function.  

Local vs. Global Differential Privacy 

Literature also sometimes distinguishes between local and global (or central) differential privacy 
(Dwork and Roth, 2013). Local differential privacy is especially used in settings when (many) clients 
send their data to a central service, where e.g. a statistics is computed from these inputs. Local 
differential privacy in this context means that a differentially private mechanism is applied to input 
data before it is sent to the coordinator. Global (or central) means that the aggregator applies the 
differentially private mechanism after the data was collected. Local differential privacy is thus 
beneficial if the clients do not trust the coordinator with their raw, unabridged data. Local differential 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?24eIhA
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?9XSeSM
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?aOUTaM
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?aOUTaM
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?kpPdx6
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?E2g60U
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?n1N9cT
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Fgcc8c
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gvPcW8
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?LEPAxN
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?PCjMJr
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gorJeq
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privacy relies on the fact that data cannot be accurately estimated from individual privatised data, 
thereby providing privacy for the data collection process. 
Local differential privacy has its origins in the Randomised Response mechanisms (Warner, 1965), 
which offers plausible deniability to a data collection process for surveys, where the true (initially 
binary, later ordinal) answer is randomly perturbed, so that there is an uncertainty over the 
correctness of a response of an individual to a specific question, but in a way that the overall 
distribution of answers stays nearly the same. Recent implementations include e.g. RAPPOR 
(Erlingsson et al., 2014), developed by Google and utilised in some of their end-user products, such 
as the Chrome Browser, or Apple’s usage of differential privacy for, in a similar fashion, analysing 
usage behaviour of end-users (Differential Privacy Team Apple., 2017), though many details about 
this implementation are unclear (Tang et al., 2017). 
 

Differential Privacy - Input perturbation 

One option, as mentioned above, is to apply the differentially private process to the input data to 
release a new version of said data, i.e. to perform an input perturbation. Here, the input data is 
modified by adding noise to the values, before publishing the data to the data analysis step (Fukuchi 
et al., 2017). While the above mentioned local differential privacy is primarily meant to be applied to 
the data before it is pooled, it can in principle also be applied to already aggregated data for the 
purpose of anonymising individual records. 
However, at the moment, most of the works in literature focuses on simple examples where single-
attribute data is to be perturbed (e.g. (Kairouz et al., 2014)), and there are no vetted implementations 
available for approaches that consider multiple attributes at the same time, or there exist only 
theoretical extensions to approaches such as RAPPOR that can be used for perturbing multiple 
attributes (Murakami and Kawamoto, 2019). 
 

Differential Privacy - Objective (functional) and output perturbation 

Differential privacy can further be applied in two later stages of the data analysis process, which both 
affect the final output, and are thus to be considered a DMOP approach, where the input data is 
never released to the data analyst. 
Output perturbation adds noise to the output of the algorithm (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) (Dwork and 
Roth, 2013), and is thus generally agnostic of the specific algorithm, though the amount of noise is 
dependent on the type of processing performed. It is therefore important to estimate the sensitivity 
of the algorithm that is run on the data, either the global sensitivity which is independent of the 
dataset, or the local sensitivity for a specific, given dataset. 
 
Objective (functional) perturbation adds noise at the level of model internals, for example, the 
objective function (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) (Kifer et al., 2012) of a learning algorithm. 
Recent prominent techniques are developed for iterative optimisation processes, where noise is not 
injected to the results, but to the coefficients of the polynomial representation of the loss function. 
One example is the differentially private stochastic gradient descent (DPSGD) algorithm (Abadi et 
al., 2016), the extended DPSGD algorithm (eDPSGD) (Yu et al., 2019) or the adaptive Laplace 
Mechanism algorithm (Phan et al., 2017), which all target stochastic gradient descent based learning 
algorithms, and can thus be used to e.g. train Neural Networks. 
 

Utility estimation 

 

Utility and Method comparisons 

(Mendes and Vilela, 2017) describe privacy and data quality metrics for different approaches. PPDP 
methods are compared in detail in (Chen et al., 2009) (Fung et al., 2010). Other surveys also propose 
data quality and utility metrics (Bertino et al., 2008) (Bertino and Fovino, 2005) (Fletcher and Islam, 
2015), while a few mention the trade-off between privacy and utility of PPDM (Malik et al., 2012) 
(Verykios et al., 2004). 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?PaNvLf
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ggZoGX
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?hJaPUr
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Dm7cfo
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?kSAk7w
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?kSAk7w
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?CKmljz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?assCs4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?dvMSmN
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?h0Cw93
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?h0Cw93
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?wphjOS
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?rIkp9i
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4ywSQ7
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?4ywSQ7
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?FZMddK
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?S0zqEr
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?suiZla
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EHBIDf
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?AvQbhA
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?TNOqaD
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?qufQQ1
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?DKdEdb
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?DKdEdb
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?RFi14t
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?jeNtAD
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A framework for evaluating Privacy-Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) techniques is proposed in 
(Bertino et al., 2005). The work considers efficiency, scalability, data quality, hiding failure and 
privacy level. However, only one specific type of PPDM, namely private association rule hiding, 
where data is perturbed in order to avoid mining sensitive rules, is considered.  
 
The surveys in (Chen et al., 2009) (Fung et al., 2010) focus on PPDP methods, and mention utility 
aspects. Furthermore, utility comparison of a few PPDM techniques is made in (Sattar et al., 2013). 
Several surveys of PPDM techniques provide descriptions and high level comparison of the 
approaches (Aggarwal, 2015) (Shah and Gulati, 2016) (Aldeen et al., 2015) (Tran and Hu, 2019). 
(Tran and Hu, 2019) performs a comparison of PPDM techniques, listing common scenarios in Big 
data analytics 
 

Utility Metrics 

Data utility metrics are used to quantify the quality or utility of data perturbed by a privacy-preserving 
mechanism. There are two main types of metrics (Fung et al., 2010): (i) metrics that directly measure 
information loss of the perturbed data and (we refer to that as “data-centric”; (Fung et al., 2010) calls 
this as “general purpose”) (ii) metrics that quantify the loss in quality of the statistical analysis carried 
out on the perturbed data (we refer to this as “task-centric”; (Fung et al., 2010) calls this a “special 
purpose metric”). 
Data-centric metrics include, for example, normalized loss, discernibility, generalization counting, 
record-level squared error, non-uniform entropy, etc. (Chen et al., 2009)  
Measuring the effectiveness of private data via task-centric metrics is investigated in (Wimmer and 
Powell, 2014), (Malle et al., 2017) and (Slijepčević et al., 2021) where the authors evaluate the 
performance of predictive machine learning models trained on k-anonymised data. In these analyses 
the most common metrics for evaluating machine learning (ML) model performance, such as 
classification accuracy, precision, recall F1 score and confusion matrix are used to describe the 
difference in effectiveness between a model trained with original data versus a model trained on 
private (modified) data.  
While both data- and task-centric metrics are beneficial in determining quality of the private data, the 
latter holds the advantage in scenarios where the usage of data can be anticipated, which is a 
common scenario for data publishing, i.e. medical institution shares the data with data analyst to 
predict some clear target such as a disease of a patient. However, this type of metric requires more 
effort and time to estimate compared to the simple information loss metrics, therefore trading 
accuracy in data effectiveness estimation for time and effort might be prefered.  
Being able to estimate the task effectiveness from data centric methods would be beneficial. In 
(Šarčević et al., 2020) we study the correlations between the two groups of metrics while evaluating 
k-anonymous data. However, in most cases, no clear trend and correlations can be found. 
 
 
  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ah7JVS
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?MP8Qv2
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?jtZMpw
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EhuknU
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?o7BcUD
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?9tDCsN
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?o1WvZX
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?7tlvKS
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Za0dAB
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?MYjTnV
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Zpg4YQ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?HplDdM
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?W9nops
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8iSbZz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?8iSbZz
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?v2KH8W
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?AGqmH4
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gNS9yX
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7 FeatureCloud Integration 
 

Fusion Approaches 
 
In the FeatureCloud project, the information learned from the data to which no explicit consent has 
been given to be used via federated learning, could be utilised in multiple ways, as compared to or 
combined with the outcome of the federated learning, where we have direct consent and can access 
the raw data for the federated learning purpose. 
 

● In the simplest case, the outcome from the PAML layer is used independently from any 
federated learning outcome, and thus there are no specific requirements and limitations. 
 

● On the other hand, it might be considered to combine the outputs from both the federated 
learning and the PAML layer. In this case, it is important to consider how such a combination 
shall be achieved. This can be either by integrating (merging, combining) the learned models, 
or combining the outputs of the learned models. This is comparable to the problem of early 
and late fusion in multi-modal analysis (Baltrusaitis et al., 2019) (D’mello and Kory, 2015) in 
general, where one can decide to combine (merge) features (early fusion, (Snoek et al., 
2005)) or classifier outputs (late fusion, (Snoek et al., 2005)). Some related work from multi-
model analysis also defines the term “earliest fusion” (Seeland et al., 2017). Along this 
categorisation, we can define the following three approaches: 

○ If the results shall be directly integrated, one can integrate at the feature level, i.e. 
combine the fully-consented, unabridged data with the anonymised data. We can 
consider this the “earliest fusion” equivalent. 
Depending on the output of the anonymisation step, if this output is in a modified 
representation, this basically requires the unabridged data to be anonymised in the 
same way. 

○ If the models shall be integrated, this could be seen as an early fusion equivalent. 
This requires that we merge the model parameters of the federated model learnt on 
the unabridged data, and the model learned on the anonymised data.  
Again as above, if the feature representation is different for the models learnt, so will 
the inputs to these models change, and thus there will be semantic gaps in the two 
models. In such cases, an integration might not be achievable or meaningful. 

○ If the model outputs are to be combined, this is roughly equivalent to late fusion. This 
is likely the easiest setting, as for such a combination, one can rely on proven 
ensemble learning techniques (Sagi and Rokach, 2018) to reach a final prediction. 
This approach is independent of whether the data representation has been changed, 
or not. 

 
 These options of fusion are illustrated in Figure 2. 
 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?m99brA
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?cReh8u
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?zT9y4I
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?zT9y4I
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6QKW5C
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?WfeRZG
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gVzdXh
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Figure 2: Different fusion techniques for combining the original, unabridged with the anonymised 

data. N.b.: anonymised data can result in either the same or a different representation. Therefore, 
each option is duplicated, depending on the input representation; for clarity, one of the options is 

displayed less prominent. 
 

● If the users are willing to give consent for output or objective (functional) differential privacy, 
but not for the federated learning (for whatever reason, e.g. because they expect a lower 
privacy from federated learning as compared to the mathematical guarantees from differential 
privacy), then a combination of these results could be easier. In fact, the primary option is a 
merged output approach according to the terminology given above, and as illustrated in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Fusion techniques for combining the original, unabridged with the differentially private 
model. 

 

Anonymisation parameter settings  
Regulatory requirements for anonymisation are not describing concrete details that would allow 
deducing specific parameter settings for the anonymisation settings. Thus, which level of e.g. k for 
k-anonymity or which value of ε for the ε-differential privacy shall be set is not globally determinable. 
Thus, the most reasonable approach is that the local study coordinators involved in the learning 
process decide on useful parameters. 
 

Locality of training 
One other aspect to consider is where / how to train models from this anonymised data. One option 
is to replicate the setup for the “regular” (unabridged) federated learning, i.e. each learning on the 
anonymised data happens as part of a federated learning. Another option is that the locally 
anonymised data is then aggregated and learned from in a central location. 
Both approaches entail that the (potential) modifications applied to the data representation (e.g. the 
generalisations for syntactic anonymisation) are the same among all clients, otherwise the approach 
for aggregating the global model needs to be modified as well, resp. the data aggregation becomes 
more difficult. 
 
Overall, it seems that these decisions (the type of anonymisation, the type of combination, the 
parameters, and locality of training) are best set by each individual study, as they are partially 
dependent on the study participants, or the types of data involved. 
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8 Available Implementations 
 
In this section, we describe tools and frameworks that provide implementations of various 
anonymisation approaches, and are thus candidates for integration into the FeatureCloud system. 
As mistakes in anonymisation could have drastic consequences such as data leaks, it is important 
to rely on approaches and implementations that are mature. We thus prefer relying on third-party 
solutions that exist for a longer time period, are actively maintained, and show a proper software 
development process. Therefore, also open-source solutions are preferred (or a requirement), as 
that enhances openness and clarity in the code, and reduces the risk of malicious code and hidden 
bugs. Thus, the list below is already mostly focussed on implementations fulfilling these 
requirements. 
 

Syntactic Anonymisation 
● The ARX toolkit4 (Prasser et al., 2014) provides many forms of syntactic data anonymisation, 

such as k-anonymity, l-diversity, t-Closeness (Li et al., 2007), etc. It provides both a graphical 
user interface, and an API in the Java programming language. 

● Crowds5 provides a Python implementation of the Optimal Lattice Anonymisation algorithm 
(El Emam et al., 2009). 

● The UTD (University of Texas at Dallas) Anonymization ToolBox6 offers multiple algorithms 
for k-anonymity and l-diversity, such as Datafly (Sweeney, 1997), Mondrian (LeFevre et al., 
2006), or Incognito (LeFevre et al., 2005), all via a Java library. 

● Mondrian is also provided as Python implementation7 for k-anonymity, but the general 
maturity of this project is not clear. 

 
As the most mature and best-maintained project, we decided to integrate the ARX toolkit. 
 

Synthetic Data Generation 
● Synthpop8 (Nowok et al., 2016) provides an implementation for the R statistical computing 

language. A recent port to Python was also published9. 
● The Synthetic Data Vault10 (Patki et al., 2016) provides a Python library providing both simple 

(Gaussian Copula) and more advanced (Generative Adversarial Networks) methods to 
generate synthetic data. It is provided as Python library. 

● The Data Synthesizer11 (Ping et al., 2017) is a Python library that provides Bayesian-Network 
based methods. 

 
Given our previous experiences from evaluating the synthetic data generation tools on various types 
of tasks (classification, regression, as well as supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised 
anomaly detection) ((Hittmeir et al., 2019a) (Hittmeir et al., 2020) (Hittmeir et al., 2019b) (Mayer et 
al., 2020)), both data synthesizer and synthpop are well suited in terms of achieved data utility. In 
terms of computational speed, synthpop is more efficient when the number of attributes is large. We 
thus chose this package for integration. 
 

                                                
4 https://arx.deidentifier.org/ 
5 https://pypi.org/project/crowds/ 
6 http://www.cs.utdallas.edu/dspl/cgi-bin/toolbox/index.php 
7 https://github.com/qiyuangong/Mondrian 
8 https://www.synthpop.org.uk/get-started.html 
9 https://github.com/hazy/synthpop 
10 https://sdv.dev/ 
11 https://github.com/DataResponsibly/DataSynthesizer 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mQhEcJ
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?lo15Sh
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?hXUDOh
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZFHEit
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EjCnKp
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?EjCnKp
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Zl0CLh
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZkA6QS
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?x8MOQ3
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ilRa2L
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?DS5LlW
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?zNG0yV
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ktnK73
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?GxMXJW
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?GxMXJW
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Differential Privacy 
● The IBM Diffprivlib12 is a framework for differential privacy written in the Python programming 

language, and offers also objective (functional) differential privacy, e.g. for linear regression, 
logistic regression, Naive Bayes 

● diffpriv13 (Rubinstein and Aldà, 2017) is a library for the R statistical computing language. It 
provides output differential privacy, with additional functionality to estimate the sensitivity. 

● Tensorflow-privacy14 allows training models with objective (functional) differential privacy, 
e.g. logistic regression 

● PySyft15 is a framework primarily focussed on providing federated learning, but similar to 
tensorflow-privacy contains models with objective differential privacy. 

 
Given that we need to maintain control over exact parameter setting and thus also the sensitivity 
analysis, we selected to use the IBM Diffprivlib, as it provides methods for both output as well as 
objective (functional) differential privacy. 
 

9 Conclusion 
 
This deliverable analysed the potential landscape of solutions to “develop an additional layer for 
adding suitable anonymization to the local execution of the algorithms, in case specific consent could 
not be gathered”. Starting from a review on existing approaches that are subsumed under 
anonymisation techniques, we identified methods for syntactic anonymisation such as k-anonymity 
and its extensions, synthetic data generation, as well as multiple flavours of differential privacy. For 
each of these methods, we analysed advantages and shortcomings for achieving this objective.  
 
Several aspects cannot be globally determined, e.g. what specific consent the users might be willing 
to give (e.g. for allowing analysis that guarantees differentially private output), the locality of the 
analysis of the anonymised data, which exact parameters to set to control the strength of the 
achieved data protection, and how results from the original, federated, and the anonymised analysis 
shall be integrated. The exact choice of a method further likely depends on the type of data and the 
dataset. 
 
We thus opted for an approach where the PAML layer provides methods from all categories of 
approaches that can be used depending on the requirements of a specific study. Thus, we chose to 
highlight multiple different options a local and global study coordinator can choose from, given their 
setting. We further selected fitting, existing implementations of the anonymisation methods for their 
integration into the overall FeatureCloud platform. 
  

                                                
12 https://github.com/IBM/differential-privacy-library 
13 https://github.com/brubinstein/diffpriv 
14 https://github.com/tensorflow/privacy 
15 https://github.com/OpenMined/PySyft 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?utmJeW
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11 Table of acronyms and definitions  
 

concentris  concentris research management GmbH 

DP Differential Privacy 

DMOP Data Mining Output Privacy 

GANs generative adversarial networks 

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 

DPSGD  differentially private stochastic gradient descent  

eDPSGD extended DPSGD 

GND Gnome Design SRL 

ML Machine Learning 

MS Milestone 

MUG Medizinische Universitaet Graz 

NISD EU Network and Information Security directive 

PAML Privacy-Aware-Machine-Learning 

Patients In this deliverable, we use the term “patients” for all research subjects. In 
FeatureCloud, we will focus on patients, as this is already the most vulnerable 
case scenario and this is where most primary data is available to us. Admittedly, 
some research subjects participate in clinical trials but not as patients but as 
healthy individuals, usually on a voluntary basis and are therefore not dependent 
on the physicians who care for them. Thus to increase readability, we simply 
refer to them as “patients”.  

PII personally identifiable information 

PPDM Privacy-preserving Data Mining 

PPDP Privacy-preserving Data Publishing 

RI Research Institute AG & Co. KG 

SBA SBA Research gemeinnützige GmbH 

SDU Syddansk Universitet 

SDV Synthetic Data Vault  

TUM Technische Universitaet Muenchen 

UHAM University of Hamburg 

UM Universiteit Maastricht 

UMR Philipps Universitaet Marburg 

WP Work package 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


